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Two-way binary data transfers are completed via SSL, and this component is designed to control the order of the files as they are transferred from the Server-Client application. It uses socket-oriented, asynchronous connections and transfers can be paused and resumed at any moment. There is a
binary transfer available for smaller data packets: asynchronous transfers are completed in parallel. It is designed to control each file in order. FTP library Description: The FTP protocol allows file transfers via the Internet using the File Transfer Protocol. The most popular FTP clients can be used to
access the FTP sites, and a lot of FTP server software solutions exist. The TCP Server-Client is a software component that enables users to create server-client applications with TCP communication and information control features over the Internet or the local area network. The FTP library provides a
connection to an FTP server via SSL. The most common FTP commands like upload and download operations and renaming files are supported. It provides a fast way to transfer files and e-mails. FTP library features: Easy to use; Full support of Unicode; Automatic directory listing; Transfers can be
paused and resumed at any time; Multiple simultaneous transfers are supported; Transfers are initiated by the client; Transfers can be canceled; Transfers can be made to non-existent directories; Transfers can be made with byte offset; Synchronous transfers are possible for small files; SSL
encryption to transfer data from an encrypted FTP server; FTP library description: The FTP protocol allows file transfers via the Internet using the File Transfer Protocol. The most popular FTP clients can be used to access the FTP sites, and a lot of FTP server software solutions exist. A TCP Client-
Server is a software component that enables users to create server-client applications with TCP communication and information control features over the Internet or the local area network. As of the modern Windows OS systems, it supports both 32-bit and 64-bit, and is designed for Delphi XE2 64bit
and OSX as well as Delphi XE5 iOS and Android. The client version supports both Unicode and UTF-8 encoding. The two most common transfer modes are asynchronous and synchronous. The client-server app can control the order of the data files. Transfers can be completed by either the client or
the server,
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KEYMACRO uses a normal key to encrypt and decrypt any text or file. There is a built-in size-restricted editor and a decryption engine that supports Unicode. It has two modes of operation, a simple mode and a fully integrated mode. In the simple mode, users can enter a string and encrypt it to a file,
or decrypt an encrypted file back to the plaintext. The key is also saved in the keyfile for a future reference. In the fully integrated mode, users can encrypt or decrypt multiple text files. The encrypted or decrypted files are all stored in one location and can be easily accessed with just one click.
Decryption happens automatically when encrypted files are opened. There is no need for the user to enter a separate decryption key, the component handles it automatically. KEYMACRO is a software component that enables users to encrypt and decrypt any text and file. You can use it free of charge.
The source code is included. If you need to use it commercially, a license must be purchased. KEYMACRO is licensed under the GNU GPL version 3.0 or higher. You are authorized to use KEYMACRO with any modifications you want to do. You can apply some changes to the source code. FEATURES: ◆
Built-in key file with AES 256 encryption ◆ AES 256 encryption engine (password protected) ◆ AES 256 engine can decrypt an encrypted file or encrypt a plaintext file to a file ◆ AES 256 engine can encrypt or decrypt multiple files ◆ Built-in file editing utility ◆ Built-in key file editor ◆ Built-in file
encryption/decryption utility ◆ Fully integrated ◆ Completely cross-platform ◆ Unicode support ◆ Multi-threading engine ◆ Full source code provided ◆ No installation is required ◆ Operating systems: Win32/Win64, OSX, Android, iOS ◆ No license fee is required ◆ No access or internet connection is
required ◆ Available for free INCOMPATIBLE: ◆ Keyboard input to decrypt/decrypt using encryption password INSTALLATION (Windows) ◆ Download from the website ◆ Double click the downloaded file to run the setup ◆ Click on Start to run the setup (Mac) ◆ Download from the website ◆ Drag
the.pkg package to your applications or desktop ◆ 2edc1e01e8
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What's New In TCP Server-Client Library?

TCP Server-Client Library is a software component that enables users to create server-client applications with TCP communication and information control features over the Internet or the local area network. The software supports various modern Windows operating systems, both 32-bit, and 64-bit,
as well as iOS and Android. It is specially designed for Delphi XE2 64bit and OSX as well as Delphi XE5 iOS and Android. It supports authentication via user list and multiple parallel binary data transfers. Transfers can be accomplished both server-to-client and client-to-server. There are two binary
transfers available: synchronous and asynchronous and transfers can be paused and resumed at any moment. Users can also take advantage of the built-in chat function and customizable commands to be sent or received. The connection is secured via SSL TLS, and the component supports full
Unicode. The software provides two parts, a client, and a server. Each one has two message lists: an incoming one (IncomingMessageQueue) and an outgoing one (ActionMessageQueue). Users can send various commands to operate the software: TMessageChat provides chat strings,
TMessageClientKick disconnects clients, TMessageTransferCancel stops a binary transfer midway. The two transmission modes are designed to handle various types of data. Asynchronous binary transfers are completed in parallel as multiple transfers will finish in any order, with smaller ones being
completed faster. Synchronous transfers enable users to manage the order of the files as they are inserted into the ActionMessageQueue and it applies to smaller data packets. It is designed to control each file in order. Users can also access the component's help file that provides various explanations
and commands. There is also a cross-platform FireMonkey example included, which can be used freely. Depending on the nature of the finished product, this component can be utilized at no cost for freeware. However, shareware or commercial applications require that a license must be purchased.
Usage Examples: <Example> ClientSocket1.Connect; </Example> <Example> ClientSocket1.Disconnect; </Example> <Example> ServerSocket1.Broadcast(AString); </Example> <Example> ServerSocket1.Broadcast(AByteArray); </Example> <Example> ServerSocket1.Broadcast(ABytes);
</Example> <Example> ServerSocket1.Broadcast(ABinaryStream); </Example> <Example> ServerSocket1.Broadcast(
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System Requirements For TCP Server-Client Library:

Minimum: OS: Windows 7 (32-bit or 64-bit), Windows 8 (32-bit or 64-bit), or Windows 10 (32-bit or 64-bit) Windows 7 (32-bit or 64-bit), Windows 8 (32-bit or 64-bit), or Windows 10 (32-bit or 64-bit) Processor: Intel® Core™ i3, i5, or i7 CPU Intel® Core™ i3, i5, or i7 CPU Memory: 4 GB RAM 4 GB
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